Verdek Awarded GSA Contract, To Supply EV Stations to Federal Agencies
Madison, CT – July 23, 2013– PR Newswire
Verdek LLC (VERDEK), leading suppliers of Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Stations, CNG Refueling
Stations, and LNG Production is pleased to announce that they have been awarded a GSA
Schedule 56 contract: (GS‐07F‐172BA), under the ‘Buildings and Building Materials; Industrial
Services and Supplies’ category. Verdek is now certified to supply EV Charging Stations and
supplies to Federal Agencies. Acknowledging the growth in Federal spending through the GSA,
Verdek has listed their EV Charging Stations and associated supplies on the government's
electronic ordering system, GSA Advantage!®.
“This contract opens up significantly more markets throughout the country and affords us an
opportunity to provide Federal agency buildings with our state‐of‐the art EV Charging Stations”
states Guy Mannino, Founder & CEO at Verdek LLC. He adds: “this contract will expand our
reach beyond the federal government to state, county, and municipal agencies, as we can now
offer them a variety of EV Charging Stations at fixed government pricing and help them build up
their EV infrastucture.”
VERDEK is the leader in EV charging infrastructure for sustainable transportation; they offer
solutions for residential, public and DC fast charging as well as CNG and LNG fueling stations for
commercial fleets. Their EVCHARGRS website offers direct‐to‐consumer products including
Home Chargers and Level 2 & 3 Public Chargers. With a nationwide network of authorized
installers, VERDEK & EVCHARGRS’ technical team can choose from a vast product range to
provide the best solution for an in‐home or commercial application.
About Verdek LLC:
Verdek is a leading sustainable transportation solutions provider, offering the best options for
CNG and LNG fueling solutions for fleets and industry. Exceeding consumer expectations is
Verdek's primary goal which at the core includes providing the best solution for each client's
specific requirements. Verdek has earned a reputation for being a sustainable transportation
technology and industry expert company that is highly motivated and is continuously pursuing
advancing technologies that help meet the cost and sustainability objectives of all their clients.
Visit www.verdek.com for more information.
Contact for Verdek LLC: Guy Mannino, Founder & CEO at 770‐401‐2120
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